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Mouse models for evaluation of the risk factors for human hepatocellular 
carcinoma

Transgenic and knockout mouse models are used to test the epidemiologic evidence that the major risk factors 
for human HCC are male gender, age, hepatitis injury, alfatoxin (AFB1) exposure and alcohol consumption. 

Using a large cohort of mice bred to carry various risk factors we found that male gender, age, p53 loss or mutation 
and hepatitis injury each increased AFB1 hepatocarcinogenicity. On careful analysis of the states of the increased 
sensitivity a common factor found was increased proliferation of hepatocytes; especially in the sensitivity of 
newborn mice. A major difference between newborn and adult mice is the low level of glutathione-S-transferase, 
namely mGSTA3 in newborn, as compared to adult mice. To test this further we produced an mGSTA3 knockout 
(KO) mouse line. This is essentially a “humanized” mouse in respect to AFB1 metabolism as humans do not 
have the equivalent of mGSTA3. Our preliminary studies show that the KO mice are highly sensitive to AFB1 
by DNA-AFBO adduct formation, oval cell generation and production of HCCs. Thus, the mGSTA3 KO mouse 
provides a model to test the hypothesis that low levels of AFB1 exposure combined with alcohol exposure may act 
synergistically to cause HCC. In addition, the unique finding of large numbers of oval cells after AFB1 exposure in 
the KO mouse will allow us to determine the role of oval cells in development of HCC.
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